
In countemporary days, there are a lot of peers people suffering from poverty 
which is pradoxical with authorities’ speeches who claim that there is relatively 
minuscule precentage percentage of citizens who are living in slum houses. To 
be honest, some of these adverse conditions have been brought about by 
states. 

There are enormous factors causing poverty some of which that which some of 
them are unknown. However, scoisalist socialist experts' researches had have 
cited many of these some of which I will mention some of them in the 
following paragraphs.

One of the major reasons for poverty might be lack of education. As It is vivid, 
employers mainly prefer to hire well-educated individuals who studied a major 
associated with the filed of their career. Since having an occupation will be a 
essensial economic aid, the employees could live in sufficient decent property 
with a proper wealfare. 

The next item for making people poor would  be natural disasters. 
Earthquacks, volcanic eruptions, flood etc are some cases in point. When this 
incidents happen, this would make people lose their accommodation and 
assets. In these critical and insurmountable situations, it is most of the time a 
large quantity of the masses are not able to make up for/compensate this up  
and it would be impossible to renovate their property or buy or rent a new 
one.

To address poverty problems, promoting in the educational system might be a 
solution. These days going to university or even college and schools is not 
affordable for many pupils. If this becomes free or less costlypaid, a lot of 
students may grow educationally and actualize their potential enhance in their 
latent jobs. Also I has been advised to the governments to widen job 
opportunies for numbers those who have not had adequate education degree 
or job expreince who are have been failed to be taken into acount. These 

Every country has poor people and every country has different 
ways of dealing with the poor.

What are some the reasons for world poverty? What can we do 
to help the poor?



strategies could help either poor communities and the government to 
overcome poverty.

All in all, poverty may be caused by numrous resons which some of which have 
been the mentioned in this essay. Furthermore, factors like wars, sangtions etc 
could lead people to this catastrofic phenomenon. Although it is not 
straightforward for executives and peers, It can be solved with intensive efforts 
implemented implimented by authorities, and by the same token, done by 
people themselves.    


